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to keep pace with research, and a general look-out to be kept
for any caves which it might pay to explore. There was also
the question of getting into touch with the natives and finding
if any lore existed which threw light on the antiquities: this
last, from what we had been told in England, was not a very
hopeful quest; anyway, it seemed wiser to defer it for the moment
till we knew something of the language and were more at home
in our surroundings.
The Manager's house has six rooms, three of -which are at
the front, and three, having a separate entrance, at the back.
These last, with a most useful attic, Mr. Edmunds kindly put
at our disposal, and we supplemented the accommodation with
tents pitched in the grounds. My own tent, for the sake of
quietness, was on the western side of the plantation, about a
hundred .yards from the house. S. used to escort me down
at night, with a camp lantern, by a little track through the
eucalyptus trees, see that all was well, put down the light,
and leave me with the mystery of the island. The site was one
dedicated to cannibal feasts; immediately behind was the
hillock with the grave of the murdered manager; while not
far away the waves thundered against the cliffs, making in
stormy weather the ground tremble as if with an earthquake,
In the morning came the glory of the waking, of being at once
Ute A tUe with air, sunshine, and dewy grass: to those who have
not known the wonder of these things, it cannot be explained; to
those who have experienced it, no words are needed.
Teat life is not all " beer and skittles " ; Easter is too windy
for an ideal camping-ground; my pitch was sheltered, but even
so it seemed at times as if the structure would be carried away
bodily. To preserve a tent in place taut ropes are needed, but
if rain descends these shrink, and either burst with the strain
or tear the pegs out of the ground: the conscientious dweller
tinder canvas will, under these conditions, arise from his warm
bed, and in the pouring deluge race round the tent, slacking oS
the said ropes. Mine, like the stripes of St, Paul, numbered
forty save one. Before the end we were able to make different
arrangements.
When we had been some three and a half months at Mataveri-^
that is, m tte nuddle of July igi^we felt that the time.ha4
to begin work on the other end of the island.   It must fee

